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An Introduction to the Study of Literature [William Henry Hudson] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Literature is a vital record of what men have seen in life, what they have experienced of it, what they
have thought and felt about those aspects of it.

Vidhyarathi What is literature? What is relationship between literature and life? Hudson says that the word
literature is loosely used in everyday communication. In common sense, literature means whatever that is
written or printed. It is really difficult to differentiate literature from mere documents. There are some books
such as railway guide or manual of cookery which provides the information about some specific subjects,
whereas some books like The Paradise Lost or Sartor and Resartus appeals to our heart. He says that the critic
like Charles Lamb does not consider works of Hume, Gibbon, and, Josephus as literature, whereas the critic
like Hallam considers even the books of theology or medicine as literature. So there is no concrete criterion for
making true literature different from mere writings. These three features are: General Human Interest This
refers to the portrayal of essential human experiences magnetizing all irrespective of time, age, and place. The
work of literature does not appeal to particular mass of the people of particular era, but touches the hearts of
all from whatever corner of the world. A work of literature is not gender-biased or time bound; it appeals to
young and old, literate or illiterate. Thus a work of literature always has subject-matter of general human
interest, where as mere writing is useful to particular group of the people and is always time bound. Element
of Form Hudson is of the opinion that element of form is an essential factor that constitutes literature. Mere
writing does have particular form but this type of form does not provide artistic pleasure, whereas form of
literary work pleases the hearts of readers. In poetic form the use of rhyming schemes, meters and figurative
language makes reading pleasant. Form of literary work changes from writer to writer except fourteen lines of
sonnet , on other hand mere writing has fixed format. Thus a work of literature has element of form which
imparts pleasure. Aesthetic pleasure is hallmark of good literature. It is thus fundamentally an expression of
life through the medium of language. Literature is nothing else but an important record of what men have
perceived in the world. In literature, the writer artistically reports his experiences of life; he gives words to
those interesting incidents of life which have general human interest. Literature is an artistic expression of the
best that is known and thought in the world. As literature is product of life, while reading it we are brought in
large, close, and, fresh revelation of most enduring aspects of life. To conclude, we can say that Hudson
believes that literature is literary product of life. Thus, in the opening of the first chapter, he defines literature,
gives concrete criteria that make literature and finally he convinces us to believe that there is direct relation
between literature and life.
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Literature Is A Vital Record Of What Men Have Seen In Life, What They Have Experienced Of It, What They Have
Thought And Felt About Those Aspects Of It. Fundamentally An Expression Of Life Through The Medium Of Language,
Literature Accordingly Needs To Be Systematically Studied.
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An Introduction to the Study of Literature by William Henry Hudson An Introduction to the Study of Literature sets forth,
in a simple and lucid manner, the issues and questions to be kept in mind while studying the vast canon of English
literature.
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An introduction to the study of literature () [Reprint] Hudson, William Henry, An Introduction To The Study Of Literature.
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An Introduction To The Study Of Literature By William Henry Hudson This is a reproduction of a book published before
This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that
were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process.

6: An Introduction to the Study of Literature by William Henry Hudson Author of such masterfully constructed novels as "A Crystal Age" and "Green"" Mansions," Hudson stepped away from
nature writing in to pen this unique volume. Included are the essays, "Some Ways of Studying Literature," "The Study of
Poetry," "The Study of Prose Fiction," "The Study of Drama.

7: Far Away and Long Ago by W. H. Hudson. Search, Read, Study, Discuss.
William Henry Hudson () was a professor of English Literature at Stanford University and author of nonfiction, poetry,
and fiction. His best remembered work, The Famous Missions of California (), recounts the work of Father Junipero S.
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An introduction to the study of literature. by Hudson, William Henry, Publication date Topics Literature -- Study and
teaching.
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Hudson, W.H. An Outline. R.J. English Literature: An Introduction for Foreign Readers. A Short History of English
Literature. London: Penguin Books,
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